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The more we analyse the operations of the pathfinder schools in the UK, US,
NZ and Australia the more strongly it appears it is only when schools move
to a digital operational base do they begin to fundamentally change their
form and embark on a never ending path of on-going change, evolution and
transformation.
The rapid organisational transformation that is occurring in the pathfinder
schools, and those following close behind in 2014 is the same kind of
organisational transformation that occurred in industry 20 plus years ago
when all manner of businesses left behind their reliance on paper and moved
to a digital operational base.
Schooling globally for the last fifty plus years has invested vast funds, time
and expertise trying to innovate and change the traditional, largely Industrial
Age mode of schooling.
It failed to make any sustained fundamental structural change. Any dents
made in the ways of old were soon rectified as the innovators moved on.
Unwittingly and in an as yet largely unrecognised way the paper technology
that those school’s operations was built upon reinforced the constancy and
continuity. There was no inherent quality in paper as a technology that
stimulated change. Indeed the technology actually worked to reinforce the
status quo.
In stark contrast the ever-evolving, ever more sophisticated, ever-more
convergent digital technology, when coupled with its users ever-growing
expectations and their increasing awareness of what is possible with that
more sophisticated technology constantly works to stimulate the on-going
evolution.
A quick look at the following expression of Moore’s Law, prepared for the
Washington Post, provides an insight into the kind of evolutionary path along
which the digital schools will likely move.

Children today in early childhood classes will likely on their school
graduation around 2026 be using 24/7/365 ‘computers’ that may be selfaware and self learning, with all the concomitant opportunities and
implications. These computers will be largely invisible, constructed into the
built environment and the fabric of clothes as well as prosthetically
embedded.
As you know from your own use of the digital technology, and in particular
that of your children once one has normalised the everyday, 24/7/365 use of
that technology and has incorporated it in every facet of one’s life we very
soon have ever greater expectations of that technology and constantly
envisage new ways how it can be used. Where once getting modems to mate
or using a search facility like Alta Vista was mind blowing today those
developments pale into insignificance.
That is what is happening globally in the schools that have moved to a digital
operational base. That said the pronounced transformation is only happening
in those schools where virtually all of the school’s main operations, teaching
and administrative are digitally based.
Critical to that development is having all the school’s teachers use the digital
naturally in their everyday teaching. The digital technology has been used in
school administration for decades. It is only when all the teachers use the
digital technology in their everyday teaching, as a group recognise the
opportunities possible, envision the type of schooling desired in an ever more

digital, socially networked and collaborative world and understand the kind
of holistic changes school wide required can schools be said to be operating
on a digital base. It is not enough to have 40%, or even 80% of the teachers
using the technology in their teaching. It actually matters not if all teachers
are digitally competent outside the classroom. All the teachers, permanent
and casual have to use the kit in class with the kids expecting the use of the
digital technology will be the norm in the teaching.
It is only when the schools leave behind the traditional paper based operation
and mindset will the schools, like the business world beforehand and move to
a digital operational paradigm and begin their dramatic transformation and
on-going evolution.
Organisationally it is only when all the key operations are digital can they
talk, converge and become ever more integrated.
While seemingly simple, the websites of the pathfinder schools with their
quick and ready access to a tightly integrated digital communications suite,
are only possible when the schools are operating on a digital base.
A look at the school evolutionary stages will reveal that transformation does
not happen overnight but is graduated and only gathers pace when the
culture, the school’s ecology is at ease with the all-pervasive use of the digital.
Sadly, and vitally unappreciated by many educators and politicians, the vast
majority of schools in the developed world in 2014 don’t have 100% of their
teachers using the digital technology normally in their everyday teaching.
Schooling in general lags well behind the general societal use of digital
technology.
The only ways for schools to redress that shortcoming is to move to a digital
operational base.

